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May the words of my mouth, and the meditations of all our hearts, be always acceptable in your sight 
oh Lord, our Rock, and our Redeemer. Amen. 

 

Increase our faith!  

How many of us have been with the Prophet Habakkuk, wondering, “What is going on? Where are you 
God? What are you up to? Why aren’t you doing your job?” Or have been with the Psalmist, who seems 
to be in a little bit better space, who seems to have some hope about God acting in the future, but still, 
he’s wondering about how evil seems to keep winning, and bad things keep happening. Sometimes it just 
feels like we don’t have enough faith to get through the day as followers of Jesus.   

And that’s where we find the disciples this morning. They, and we, have heard some tough teachings out 
of Jesus’ mouth over the past few weeks. We may remember a few of them: if we don’t hate our families, 
we can’t be disciples. Strive to be like the dishonest manager. If we ignore the poor, we go to Hades.  

In the verses immediately before this morning’s passage, Jesus has another hard one for the disciples, and 
for us: “Occasions for stumbling are bound to come, but woe to anyone by whom they come! It would be 
better for you if a millstone were hung around your neck, and you were thrown into the sea, than for you 
to cause these little ones to stumble. ….. And if the same person sins against you seven times a day, and 
turns back to you seven times and says, ‘I repent,’ you must forgive.” 

A whole fusillade of daunting teachings come at the disciples. No wonder the disciples cry out, “Increase 
our faith!” 

And then follows a disjointed set of sayings about tiny seeds and flying trees and masters and slaves, 
whose immediate connection to faith seems obscure. Scholars tell us that these verses likely were cobbled 
together by the Evangelist from a variety of occasions. It’s not crazy to think that while Jesus said all these 
things, his precise order may have been different. Still, this does not let us off the hook, giving us 
permission to throw up our hands and give up. So, let’s dig in, using our imaginations, experience, and 
some commentaries, to hear what God may have for us. 

What is the tone of Jesus’ voice, do we imagine, as we hear him say to the disciples, and to us, “If you had 
faith the size of a mustard seed…” Harsh and sarcastic? Or playful and challenging? 

If you’re like me, you probably hear these words, initially, in a harsh and shaming tone. But what if I’m 
projecting my shame and feelings of inadequacy onto Jesus? What if we hear Jesus saying these words in a 
playfully exasperating tone, with warmth underneath? We might be more able, then, to hear his words as 
encouragement to acknowledge what we already know about God and ourselves and how we are to 
behave. We have the faith we need as Christians. Even if it’s just a little. A little goes a long way. 

In the next part of the passage, we need to recall that Jesus is not approving of the master/slave 
hierarchy, but simply using the story tools at his disposal. Remember, he used situations from first 
century, everyday life in his story telling. While Jesus preached in what social scientists call an 
honor/shame society, and while we certainly struggle with the power of shame, let me suggest that Jesus  
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uses this story for us, today, in this place, not to command or shame us into working harder at being 
better Christians, but rather, he is saying, “You already know how to do this.” 

Hence this story, where he asks the disciples to imagine themselves in the place of masters and slaves, a 
world they know well. As poor, landless peasants, I’m guessing they might have enjoyed thinking of 
themselves as masters and had a good idea how to do it. They would know to tell their slave to do their 
job first, before taking their dinner break.  And they would not feel the need to thank them for simply 
doing their jobs.  

Now here I feel the need to step outside the 1st century Mediterranean peasant world, and say, it is always 
correct to thank someone for simply doing their job. I don’t think Jesus would disagree. Who among us 
wouldn’t think it’s ok to thank our letter carrier when we are outside, and the mail is delivered? Or the 
clerk at Sudbury Farms for bagging our groceries? Or the pharmacist who refills our prescription on the 
phone? The physician who has just checked our irregular heartbeat? … and so on. 

Then, asking them to put on a likely more familiar role, as slaves, Jesus asks them in so many words, 
“Would you expect to be thanked? No, you would say, in so many words, ‘It’s nothing. Just doing my 
job.’” 

Now, again, stepping outside the 1st century, I think we can all imagine a time when we were thanked for 
doing something. And we said, “You’re welcome,”  or “It’s nothing,” or “It was my pleasure,” or “It was 
my privilege.” And it wasn’t just to fulfill a convention that we said that. We really felt like we were doing 
what we were meant to be doing. We didn’t need the gratitude because we already were grateful for the 
opportunity. But of course, we want to be respectful to the thanker. 

But Jesus tells the story this way because it makes sense in his context. Just as the disciples knew their 
obvious place in their society (though Jesus was not condoning it), so they knew how to do what Jesus 
asks. They could look inside themselves, at one another, at their traditions, and ask God for help in 
remembering and living into Jesus’ teaching and power. They could acknowledge that they knew the next 
right thing to do, as the 12-step community sometimes puts it, even if it was hard. They knew how to 
show up for God and for one another. There was nothing exotic, or static about this faith. 

In fact, there in nothing “noun-ish” at all about this word “faith” as Jesus engages it. It is more like a 
verb. “To faith.” “I’m faithing it today.” Faith is not a Fabergé egg to sock away in a little treasure chest, 
to be gazed upon, protected, hidden; it’s more like a muscle, to be exercised, with the pain and soreness 
and sometimes injury that working a muscle entails as it gets stronger.  

Now, this is not to say that faith in God doesn’t also exist as a constellation of concepts, ideas, and 
assumptions to be seriously engaged by the intellect. God gave us a brain. But those matter only insofar 
as they are lived in action, and in love, in the rough and tumble of everyday life.  

Yet clearly, we do not do it perfectly. That’s why Jesus emphasizes the importance of repentance and 
forgiveness. It’s why every Sunday, with seasonal exceptions at Christmas and the Easter season, that we 
make our confession together. We know that we will have more chances to get it right, and we need to be 
relieved of the weight of the baggage of guilt so that we can get back to our feet and try again.  
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Which brings us back to the phrase “increase our faith.” Note that the disciples do not say, as individuals, 
“Increase my faith.” Not that there is anything wrong with saying that, we’ve all said it. But  

here in the text, the disciples make a communal cry, a community plea: Increase our faith! Full-bodied 
faith is impossible without community of some sort, where we bump up against each other and practice 
praying, reading scripture, singing and making music, feeding the poor, fixing our building, working for 
justice, setting the altar, leading worship, welcoming the stranger, caring for the sick, saying, “I’m sorry,” 
responding, “I forgive you,” making amends, modeling faith for our children, knitting baby hats and 
prayer shawls, taking care of creation, accompanying the lonely, and much more—this is, in fact, the 
Church. 

It's this time of year that when we ask one another for the financial support our Church needs to be the 
Church. Our annual financial appeal “Grateful Hearts Reaching Out” begins today, and will continue 
publicly until All Saints’ Day, November 6.  Our dollars support a hardworking and skillful staff, who 
support our incredible volunteers and lay leaders, the outreach programs of the Church, the care of the 
building used by 100s of people each week, 1000s a year, our music and church school programming, 
and more.  

When the disciples say, “Increase our faith,” Jesus responds by reminding us that we have what we need, 
and we know what to do. Thank you for giving generously out of your grateful hearts for the mission of 
our Church. Amen. 

 


